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SUMMARY
Patterned morphologies, such as segments, spirals, stripes, and spots, frequently emerge during embryo-
genesis through self-organized coordination between cells. Yet, complex patterns also emerge in adults,
suggesting that the capacity for spontaneous self-organization is a ubiquitous property of biological tissues.
We review current knowledge on the principles and mechanisms of self-organized patterning in embryonic
tissues and explore how these principles and mechanisms apply to adult tissues that exhibit features of
patterning. We discuss how and why spontaneous pattern generation is integral to homeostasis and healing
of tissues, illustrating it with examples from regenerative biology.We examine how aberrant self-organization
underlies diverse pathological states, including inflammatory skin disorders and tumors. Lastly, we posit that
based on such blueprints, targeted engineering of pattern-driving molecular circuits can be leveraged for
synthetic biology and the generation of organoids with intricate patterns.
INTRODUCTION

Patterns are prevalent in the biological world, occurring at all

levels of organization, frommacromolecular assemblies tomulti-

cellular collectives. Patterns manifest both as periodic elements

in space and sequences of events in time1 and commonly

emerge through self-organization. This captivating process re-

lies on local interactions between components of an initially

disordered system, with each component following simple rules.

Oftentimes, such ‘‘bottom-up’’ self-organization works within

boundaries set by ‘‘top-down’’ global coordinates to generate

an extraordinary array of patterns. Contribution of self-organiza-

tion manifests itself most notably in developing tissues. But it is

also apparent in some diseases, where tissues may develop

remarkable pathological patterns, possibly reflecting loss of

physiological constraints on patterning or selective self-organi-

zation to the advantage of malignant cells.

Hereafter, we discuss why biological systems display

patterns so frequently and whether they obey mathematically

simple rules, such as Turing rules, thought to underlie pattern

self-organization in initially homogeneous systems whose cells
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respond to differentially diffusing signaling factors.2 We also

discuss how bottom-up self-organization works together with

initial top-down conditions to stereotype tissue patterns,

when and why adult tissues exhibit propagating waves, and

how patterns emerge de novo upon regeneration. We explore

why patterns emerge frequently upon disease and how study-

ing pattern formation could inform pathogenic cellular and

signaling mechanisms. Lastly, we investigate if we can learn

to synthesize precise patterns in vitro to enable tissue bioengi-

neering.

COLOR PATTERNS—MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE

Periodic patterns, such as spotted and striped fur coats in big

cats (Figure 1A),3 QR-code-like scales in lizards (Figure 1B),4

or spiral fingerprints in humans (Figure 1C),5 often inspire art

and fashion. The ability of computer algorithms to simulate pat-

terns like these has long suggested that self-organizing molecu-

lar processes can, in principle, partition naive animal tissues into

periodic structures. Yet, skepticism remains as to whether em-

bryonic processes that produce them are truly self-organized
une 20, 2024 ª 2024 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 3165
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Figure 1. Skin patterns and their mechanisms
(A) Periodic fur coloration patterns in the form of spots
and rosettes in leopards and stripes in tigers.
(B) QR code-like scale coloration pattern in ocellated
lizard.
(C) Labyrinthine pattern of epidermal ridges in a human
digit tip.
(D) Dkk4 expression reveals its periodic epidermal
pattern in stage 16 TaM/Tab (mackerel tabby) domestic
cat embryo.
(E) Genetic alterations to Dkk4 produces differential fur
markings as seen in domestic tabby vs. abyssinian cats.
(F) In chipmunks, alternating light and dark fur stripes
produce a stereotyped skin coloration pattern.
(G) In the satyr tragopan, a spotted plumage coloration
pattern emerges collectively from individually patterned
feathers.
(H) Dynamically evolving skin coloration patterns in
emperor angelfish. Typical patterns in juvenile (left) and
adult animals (right) are shown.
(I) Periodic pigment stripe pattern in zebrafish skin.
Selected stripes are magnified and annotated on the
right.
(J) Conceptual representation of fur coloration pattern
emergence and implementation. First, a differential
distribution of molecular activators (green) and in-
hibitors (blue) establishes an initial condition that con-
strains pattern outputs. R-D mechanisms then give rise
to spatially distributed patterns of activator and inhibitor
molecules. During the early implementation stage, col-
lective cellular behaviors stabilize molecular prepattern
information: (i) the latter can become stably retained
within cells as epigenetic memory, (ii) initially patterned
cells can hand over information to another cell type
for ‘‘safekeeping,’’ and (iii) local morphogenesis can
advance tissue to a new stable morpho-functional
state. Lastly, late implementation occurs through dif-
ferential cell activities in molecularly patterned tissue
units.
Images for Figure 1D were kindly provided with
permission by Kelly McGowan and Gregory Barsh.
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or, rather, highly constrained and stereotyped by other phenom-

ena, such as initial conditions and boundaries.

Skin coloration patterns are perhaps some of the most stud-

ied examples of biological self-organization. Light-colored fur

coats in felines often feature periodic dark stripes, spots, ro-

settes, and blotches—patterns that frequently emerge in com-

puter simulations of Turing-type models, in which interactions

between at least two differentially diffusing signaling molecules

can be sufficient to induce target cells into a spatially periodic

pattern even from an initially random state.6 Each periodically

colored skin region contains differentially pigmented hair folli-

cles, whose mesenchymal cells secrete variable quantities of

Endothelin-3 that regulates black vs. yellow pigment produc-

tion by melanocytes.3 Thus, coat coloration patterns are driven

by a patterned mesenchymal signal encoded in embryogen-

esis. Intriguingly, within early-stage embryonic skin, which

consists of a layer of epithelial cells on top of fibroblast-rich

mesenchyme, coat-color encoding occurs within the epithe-

lium rather than mesenchyme, days prior to hair development.7

Embryonic epithelium develops periodic stripes and spots of

alternating thickness, with darkly pigmented hairs eventually

forming at sites of thicker epithelium.8 Compared to thin re-

gions, epithelial cells from thick stripes and spots express

high levels of soluble WNT pathway factors, both activators,

such as WNT ligand molecules, and their inhibitors, such as

DKK molecules (Figure 1D), that physically interfere with

WNT ligands’ binding to cell surface receptors. Theoretically,

molecular interactions of short-range WNT agonists and

long-range antagonists can implement Turing-like patterns7—

a possibility supported by spotless cats (Figure 1E) carrying in-

activating mutations in WNT antagonist Dkk4.8 Interestingly,

epithelial thickness patterns in cat embryos recede prior to

hair morphogenesis, suggesting an as-yet-unknown epige-

netic mechanism for pattern memory retention in these tissues

and a signaling mechanism for epithelium-to-mesenchyme in-

formation ‘‘handover.’’ This example suggests that complex

biological patterns may acquire spatial instructions from a

‘‘pre-pattern’’ that itself self-organizes within a morphologically

naive tissue (Figure 1J).

Unlike felines, African striped mice, chipmunks (Figure 1F),9

and quails10 feature stereotypical skin coloration patterns with

a precise number of stripes along the midline. Such patterns

can arise when an initial condition, such as a signaling gradient,

constrains a stochastic Turing system.11 In African striped mice,

two light lateral stripes are prominently pale, caused by lack of

pigment along most of the hair length.9 This is foreshadowed

in the embryonic epidermis by an initial condition in the form of

symmetric streaks of Alx3 expression. Pale hair-making follicles

continue to expressAlx3, where it suppressesmelanocyte differ-

entiation by inhibiting master-regulator gene Mitf. Symmetry-

breaking Alx3 expression can be, in principle, instructed by the

signaling effects of either centrally positioned neural tube or

bilaterally symmetric somites. An analogous initial condition,

which features variably colored feather stripes, has evolved in

quails. The latter arise in embryonic skin regions with varying

mesenchymal expression ofAgouti,10 which instructs differential

pigment synthesis bymelanocytes within feathers. Thus, in addi-

tion to self-organizing pre-pattern, complex biological patterns
can involve an initial condition that stereotypes Turing-like out-

puts (Figure 1J).

Pigment pattern implementation in mammals and birds is

highly discrete because their hair and feather follicles, respec-

tively, compartmentalize melanocytes and regulate color pro-

duction autonomously. In addition, individual follicles can modu-

late their melanocyte activity over time of growth, producing

multicolored appendages—either hairs or feathers,12 which,

when combined, give rise to mosaic coloration patterns

(Figure 1G). However, in fishes and reptiles, whose skin lacks

discontinuous appendages, discrete coloration is challenging

because pigment-making cells can move about unobstructed.

Yet, emperor angelfish (Figure 1H) and zebrafish (Figure 1I)

form discrete, dynamically evolving or temporally stable

skin coloration patterns, respectively. In zebrafish, a periodic

pigment stripe pattern is generated upon spatial segregation of

black melanophores and yellow xanthophores. Cells segregate

in response to short-range activating and long-range inhibitory

interactions that collectively satisfy a Turing principle.13 Indeed,

at short distances, melanophores and xanthophores suppress

each other’s survival, while at long distances xanthophores

promote the survival of melanophores.14 Interestingly, while ze-

brafish stripe patterns mathematically behave like a reaction-

diffusion (R-D) system, they are not underpinned by diffusible

morphogens. Instead, they are driven by differential cell prolifer-

ation, migration, and survival, guided by discrete melanophore-

to-xanthophore interactions via signal bearing short and long

cellular projections.13 Discrete coloration can also arise in certain

reptiles even though their skin scales are continuously con-

nected. Indeed, scales in ocellated lizards are monochromatic:

black-only or green-only, housing mainly melanin-containing

melanophores or light-reflecting iridophores, respectively.4

Intriguingly, sharp coloration patterns of adult lizards begin as

blurry patterns in juveniles and evolve over time via a contrasting

process, whereas multicolored scales become monochromatic,

and others switch color from black to green or vice versa

(Figure 1B). A cellular automatonmodel can simulate the skin co-

lor sharpening observed in lizards, assuming that each scale

maintains or changes its color by accounting for its own original

color and that of its nearest-neighbor scales.4 Yet, how discrete

cellular behavior emerges across anatomically continuous tissue

remains undetermined. One possibility is that continuous R-D in-

teractions among pigment cells significantly weaken at notably

thinner scale boundaries.15 Theoretically, anatomical thinning

can diminish paracrine or direct contact-based interactions be-

tween cells, which individual scales can interpret in a binary

way and then sum binary inputs from all nearest-neighbor

scales. A precise mechanism aside, this example suggests

that self-organizing processes engage in biological pattern-for-

mation both early, to pre-pattern naive tissues, and late, to refine

imprecise patterns (Figure 1J). As Turing himself stated, ‘‘Most of

an organism,most of the time is developing from one pattern into

another, rather than from homogeneity into a pattern.’’2

WHY DO PATTERNS EXIST SO PREVALENTLY?

Animals display periodic morphological, metabolic, and tran-

scriptional activity patterns across a broad range of spatial and
Cell 187, June 20, 2024 3167
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temporal scales. Examples are ample and include intestinal

epithelium with a carpet-like array of villi, liver with mosaic-like

hexagonal lobules, and lung with periodically branched alveoli.

Most of the time, biologists ask how patterns emerge as

they strive to understand underlying mechanisms. Yet, asking

why periodic patterns are so frequent is equally important.

Understanding why biological systems commonly opt for self-

organized patterning as a morphogenetic force can yield both

mechanistic and evolutionary insights.

Overcoming limits on communication
Self-organization can improve molecular communication be-

tween cells as they coordinate with one another. Like all forms

of communication over space, biochemical communication is

constrained by signal-to-noise ratio,16 and cells efficiently relay

diffusible morphogens only at relatively short distances not

exceeding several hundred mm. Beyond that, declining signals

become masked by noise17; yet, most animal tissues efficiently

operate on centimeter and even meter scales. To overcome the

divide between molecular gradient scale, which is microscopic,

and physical tissue scale, which can be meters long, biological

systems repetitively pattern themselves into small units. Within

such small units, cells can then efficiently interact, minimally

affected by noise interference (Figure 2A). For example, despite

vast size differences between mouse and human liver, individual

liver lobules only differ by a factor of two: �500 mm in mice and

�1,000 mm in humans.18 Importantly, while patterning improves

molecular communication, additional solutions exist to extend it

beyond the �1 mm range. These include deployment of long-

range cellular projections, migrating signal-carrying cells, electri-

cal cell-to-cell coupling, etc.

Increasing robustness
Patterned tissues aremore resistant to catastrophic loss of func-

tion. In vertebrate skin, densely patterned arrays of appendages

offer robust protection and thermoregulation, and loss of even

thousands of them may not significantly reduce fitness. For

example, an average human has approximately 100,000 hair fol-

licles on the scalp,19 and hair loss becomes clinically perceivable

only when hair density drops by over half (Figure 2B). In densely

haired animals, such as mice, healing of wounded skin

commonly occurs with a hairless scar yet without a perceived

breach in fur coat due to naturally high density of peri-wound

hairs that cover the scar (Figure 2C). Such compensation by

peri-wound hairs fails only when wounds become substantially

large, in which instance the healing process triggers neogenesis

of new follicles20 that aid in patching breached pelage. More-

over, at least some actively maintained and dynamically cali-

brated patterns, such as pigment stripe patterns in zebrafish,

are robust to perturbation—they autonomously regenerate after

disruption, such as upon pigment cell ablation.14

Diversifying functions
Patterning also enables anatomical and functional diversification

of individual tissue units. For example, most mammals feature

morphologically distinct teeth—incisors, canines, and premo-

lars/molars—tasked with cutting, tearing, and crushing food,

respectively. Birds grow diverse feather types, including bilater-
3168 Cell 187, June 20, 2024
ally symmetric and asymmetric feathers on the wings and the

tail, radially symmetric downy feathers on the body, and various

mixed feather forms, each adapted for flight, thermoregulation,

and display, among other functions.

Typically, diversification occurs during pattern implementation

rather than pattern self-organization. Indeed, at early stages of

morphogenesis, all teeth depend on the same molecular regula-

tors, including SHH, FGF, WNT and BMP pathways, and appear

morphologically similar. However, during the so-called bell

stage, molars diverge from incisors and form secondary enamel

knots that initiate multi-cusp crown patterning. In birds, imple-

mentation of diverse feather morphologies also occurs after

initial follicle morphogenesis. For instance, bilaterally symmetric

feathers form WNT-dependent shafts,21 while flight feathers

become additionally asymmetric in a retinoic-acid-dependent

mechanism.22 Notably, an early molecular event, if remembered

by cells as stable gene expression, can restrict program imple-

mentation at a given body location. One such example is striped

skin coloration in cats, which depends on a self-organized

epidermal WNT pre-pattern, epithelium-to-mesenchyme infor-

mation transfer, and its ‘‘memorization’’ as stable Endothelin-3

expression by follicle fibroblasts.3,8 Likewise, in developing

bird wings, transient anterior-posterior SHH gradient becomes

‘‘memorized’’ by lateral plate mesenchyme as stable expression

of SIM1 and ZIC1/2/3. The latter are necessary for implementing

bilaterally asymmetric shaping of flight feathers along the wing

margin.23

Enabling coexistence of incompatible states
Commonly, patterning results in physical segregation of cell

states, which is then actively maintained by stabilizing events.

Such segregation enables coexistence and collaboration be-

tween otherwise incompatible cell states. For example, stem

cells and their differentiated progenies are often incompatible

and frequently occupy distinct tissue micro-domains. In mouse

intestine, epithelial stem cells occupy 100-mm-deep crypts,

while their progeny—enterocytes and tuft, goblet, and enteroen-

docrine cells—occupy the adjacent 300-mm-high villi.24 Such

sub-millimeter distances are sufficiently large to segregate

incompatible environments of the crypt, where high levels of

WNT signaling promote long-term stemness (i.e., the ability of

stem cells to self-renew), and that of the villus, where high levels

of BMP signaling promote enterocyte differentiation.25 And yet,

despite the long distance between the crypt and the villus,

stem cells can still move up and differentiate and allow feedback

regulation.

In the liver, repetitive lobules form around central veins (CVs),

with hepatocytes radially self-organizing around them into

distinct peri-central, mid-lobular, and peri-portal transcriptional,

metabolic, and signaling states (Figure 2D). Peri-central hepato-

cytes are glycolytic, lipogenic, and ketogenic and exist in high-

WNT-signaling environments. In contrast, peri-portal hepato-

cytes undergo b-oxidation and gluconeogenesis and operate

in a low-WNT-signaling state. The High-WNT-signaling status

of peri-central hepatocytes depends on soluble WNT agonist

R-spondin3, secreted by CV endothelial cells.26 R-spondin3

gradient-dependent patterning minimizes interference between

metabolically distinct hepatocytes of the lobule, while small



Figure 2. Possible reasons behind the prevalence of patterning in biology
(A) Illustration of how micro-patterning of cell collectives into sub-millimeter size units enables efficient tissue-wide communication (green gradients in right
graphic) without significant noise interference that would otherwise afflict un-patterned tissues (left graphic).
(B) Top row illustrates magnified skin with active follicles (black hairs) and inactive follicles (asterisks). Bottom row illustrates corresponding scalp hair coverage.
Robust function can be achieved by producing large numbers of individual patterned tissue elements. Protection of human scalp skin from solar radiation is
achieved by formingmany (�100,000) hair follicles, each growing a long hair fiber. In healthy adults,�80%of growing follicles provide robust scalp coverage (left).
In adults with alopecia, naturally high follicle density buffers against loss of scalp coverage, even if only �50% of them are actively producing hair (middle).
(C) Following skin wounding in mice, protective and thermoregulatory functions of the fur are preserved either through numerous pre-existing hairs at wound
edges when wounds are small (left) or through de novo formation of more hair follicles in the center of large wounds (right). Skin ‘‘measures’’ wound dimensions,
regenerating new follicles only in large wounds.
(D) Metabolically incompatible cell states become segregated in liver lobules, where hepatocytes organize across oxygen and nutrient gradients. Hepatocytes
near the central vein (CV) experience low oxygen and maintain elevated glycolysis and triglyceride synthesis rates. CV-secreted R-spondin 3 sustains high WNT
signaling and corresponding distinct transcriptional state by hepatocytes (green). In contrast, hepatocytes near portal triad (blue) exist in a lowWNT environment,
entering an alternative transcriptional state compatible with an oxygen-rich environment and optimized for b-oxidation and gluconeogenesis.
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overall lobule size enables efficient diffusion-based sharing

of end-product metabolites between segregated hepatocyte

states.

Therefore, self-organized patterning has been adapted by bio-

logical systems: (1) to efficiently partition tissues into groups of

cells small enough to maintain efficient diffusion-based molecu-

lar communication, (2) to generate multiple replicates of identical

tissue units and then (3) diversify their morphology for expanded

function, and (4) as a solution for segregating functionally essen-

tial yet incompatible cell states.

WHY IS SELF-ORGANIZATION A FUNDAMENTAL
MECHANISM?

There can bemany reasons for why self-organization became an

evolutionary preference for forming patterns. Self-organization

via the Turing mechanism is inherently simple, requiring just

three components: (1) a positive feedback loop, (2) a negative

feedback loop, and (3) agent(s) that couple them over space.2

Diffusible signaling molecules are ubiquitous in biological sys-

tems, offering numerous solutions to feedback-loop coupling.

Self-organizing patterns may be seen as spatial analogs of feed-

back oscillations in time, which themselves only require a nega-

tive feedback loop and a delay around it.27 Such oscillatory net-

works can function within a single cell, as in the case of the

circadian clock.28 However, such networks can also produce Tu-

ring patterns when an inhibitor disproportionately delivers feed-

back to an activator at a location different from where the inhib-

itor was originally produced. Cellular oscillations presumably

evolved early in biological systems. Notably, spatial oscillations

emerge both in prokaryotes29 and unicellular eukaryotes30 that

assemble into collectives. Dictyostelium discoideum amebas

can assemble into fruiting bodies via a self-organized patterning

process driven by cAMP oscillations in time and space and

chemotactic responses to it.31 We posit that existing feedback

loops became rapidly deployed upon the evolution of multicellu-

larity to enable pattern-based solutions to novel challenges—

partitioning cells into distinct, yet cooperating, units. Once

diffusible signaling molecules emerged, existing feedback loops

could have been re-deployed essentially unchanged to produce

self-organizing patterns.

Self-organizing processes are inherently versatile, and a ma-

jority of observable biological patterns—both motionless, stand-

ing wave patterns and dynamic, moving wave patterns—can be

mathematically described by similar sets of Turing equations.32

Therefore, a given biological system can produce a variety of

static and dynamic patterns by simply adjusting parameter

values for a few molecular components without inventing new

components. Adjusting parameter values, such as a soluble fac-

tor’s diffusion properties, is also sufficient to quickly and revers-

ibly turn pattern-forming regime on and off33—a phenomenon

rooted in the fact that a single set of Turing equations can have

both pattern-forming and pattern-less solutions, depending

on the parameters of its interacting elements. Self-organized

patterning is compatible with additional patterning mechanisms

and can be effectively combined with numerous local or global

initial conditions and boundary constraints, producing stereo-

typed patterns with globally changing features—unidirectional
3170 Cell 187, June 20, 2024
stripes, specific number of stripes, or bilaterally symmetric

stripes.34

BUILDING BODIES WITH PATTERNS

Patterning requirements for morphogenetic processes depend

on specific developmental scenarios. While in some instances,

such as hair morphogenesis, a large yet imprecise number of

patterned elements matters the most (the average adult human

has approximately five million hairs). In other scenarios, such

as hand morphogenesis, a precise number of patterned ele-

ments and their spatial arrangement are crucial (a hand has

five fingers). To accommodate diverse pattern demands, self-

organized processes can play out in their most classic waywithin

naive tissue and with high stochasticity or, instead, overlay on

pre-existing constraints for more stereotyped outputs.

Vertebrate skin is covered by a large number of patterned ap-

pendages—hairs, feathers, or scale—whose morphogenesis in

embryonic skin critically relies on self-organizing mechanisms.

In mice, hair morphogenesis occurs in consecutive waves, with

the earliest-born hair primordia, called placodes, emerging on

embryonic day (E) 14. Placode position is set forth by WNT

signaling, which self-organizes into a labile pre-pattern mediated

by short-acting WNT ligands and long-acting DKK inhibitors.7

Such signaling pre-pattern locally instructs hair morphogenesis

at sites of highWNT activity through amulti-step implementation

program involving WNT stabilization via ectodysplasin pathway,

BMP pathway, epithelial cell migration, and fibroblast migration

to form a placode and associated mesenchymal condensate

that then go on to reciprocally drive each other’s differentiation

toward hair fate35 (Figure 3A). In principle, WNT-based R-D is

sufficient to spontaneously pattern embryonic skin into hair

primordia. Indeed, placodes emerge spontaneously in cultured

embryonic mouse skin35 or when a mixed suspension of embry-

onic skin cells is injected subcutaneously into hostmice.36 Yet, in

actual embryos, distinct skin sites display earlyWNT asymmetry,

where hairs form first. The earliest-born trunk hairs emerge

around mammary gland primordia,37 whose morphogenesis

also depends on WNT (Figure 3B). Moreover, earliest-born

(also known as ‘‘primary’’) hair follicles themselves become sour-

ces for WNT asymmetry and instruct subsequent follicle devel-

opment. As embryonic skin expands, new hair placodes arise

at equidistant sites from primary follicles, where drops in WNT

antagonist levels occur the earliest38 (Figure 3C). This example

illustrates how a single pathway operating within a single cell

type can generate self-organized signaling instability to initiate

patterned morphogenesis. It also shows that in expanding em-

bryonic tissues, primary pattern elements can act as signaling

‘‘anchors’’ instructing the location of additional pattern elements.

Feather morphogenesis in birds follows analogous pattern-

forming behavior. The earliest born feather buds in chicken em-

bryo form along the dorsal midline, where they then instruct

morphologically precise patterns of additional feather buds

through midline-to-flank waves of ectodysplasin signaling.39

Flightless ostriches and emus, however, do not follow this

wave-like mechanism and instead develop feather buds nearly

simultaneously in an imprecise pattern.40 Once formed, feathers

instruct morphogenesis of a secondary grid-like dermal muscle



(legend on next page)
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pattern. Muscle fibers in chicken skin arise around feather buds

and grow radially in all directions yet become stable only if they

connect to neighboring feather buds. In this way, an array of

feather bud ‘‘nodes’’ serves as the initial condition for the dermal

muscle network, stereotyping it into a grid-like nearest-neighbor

configuration.41

Unlike haired skin, hairless skin of palms and soles in primates

develops dermatoglyphic patterns of epidermal ridges that

arrange into arches, loops, and whorls. The latter, when moistur-

ized with sweat, endow skin with better grip.42 Epidermal ridges

form through a Turing-like process analogous to the previously

discussed hair patterning mechanism. Size and spacing of

ridges are regulated by a R-D signaling network consisting of

WNT as the principal activator, WNT-amplifying ectodysplasin,

and WNT-regulated BMP inhibitor.5 Importantly, while early-

stage epidermal ridges and hair placodes share numerous

marker genes, they diverge at the pattern implementation stage:

while hairs recruit mesenchymal condensates that help self-limit

their size, ridges remain epithelial-only and arrange into contin-

uous ‘‘lines’’ instead of ‘‘spots’’ (Figure 3D). Turing-like morpho-

genesis of dermatoglyphics is supported by observations in

mice. Ventral skin of mouse digits features periodically spaced

ridges—a murine analog of human fingerprints. Mice mutants

for ectodysplasin ligand show ridge fragmentation into spots,

while mice with amplified ectodysplasin receptor develop thick-

ened ridges with enlarged spacing. Complex dermatoglyphics in

human fingertips form by a wave-like morphogenesis, whereas

ridges propagate from initiation sites located at the dorsal-

ventral digit boundary and the inter-phalanx crease—likely sites

of signaling asymmetry5 (Figure 3E). This example shows that

the same R-D signaling network can be deployed at different

body sites, albeit with modifications for distinct self-organized

outcomes.

Unlike in skin, where large numbers of appendages are gener-

ated at the expense of precision, in the limb, the number of digits

needs to be exact. Mouse limbs have five digits, each being

specified as condensations of chondrogenic cells at E12.5. Their

specification is driven by a Turing-like mechanism implemented

by a three-component molecular network: SOX9 and soluble li-

gands for BMP and WNT pathways.43 Digit primordia become

specified by high SOX9 expression, which is activated by long-
Figure 3. Pattern formation during embryonic morphogenesis
(A) Illustration of hair follicle patterning. Embryonic skin, consisting of epidermis (
network components are on the right. The latter patterns embryonic epidermis int
then develop from WNThigh epidermis (annotated on the bottom-left graphic). De
(B) The earliest hair placodes form aroundWNTlow boundaries of mammary-gland
with hair placodes on the right.
(C) Secondary hair placodes initiate through aWNT-dependent mechanism betwe
expansion.
(D) Illustration of epidermal ridge patterning in embryonic volar skin (top), consis
shown at the bottom. The latter appears to pattern the epidermis into WNThigh ri
produce elevated ridges (dark gray protrusions).
(E) Illustration of the fingertip (gray) with epidermal ridge waves (lines) forming at s
of wave propagation.
(F) Illustration of digit patterning (right) and underlying R-D signaling network (lef
long-range BMP signaling (green) from interdigit mesenchyme, while inhibition o
(blue).
(G) Illustration of digit pattern phenotypes upon WNT inhibition—digit fusion (mid
(H) Illustration of digit pattern phenotypes inGli3 andGli3/Hoxd11-13//Hoxa13mu
mark corresponding digit wavelength.
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range BMP2 secreted by interdigit cells. Interdigit cells also

secrete short-range acting WNTs that suppress SOX9, prevent-

ing ectopic chondrogenic fate (Figure 3F). Indeed, disruption of

either BMP or WNT signaling in explant cultures of E11.5 limb

buds results in aberrant digit specification—digit primordia are

lost upon BMP inhibition and fuse upon WNT suppression

(Figure 3G).43 Unlike their formation, per se, digit number preci-

sion requires SHH signaling. Deletion of either Shh or its

repressor Gli3, which form inverse gradients along the anterior-

posterior limb bud axis, causes polydactyly—supernumerary fin-

gers or toes and loss of digit identity.44 Polydactyly becomes

exacerbated upon additional deletion of certain HOX genes

such that mice lacking Gli3, Hoxd11-13, and one copy of

Hoxa13 develop 14 digits.45 Super-polydactylous mice are remi-

niscent of ray-finned fishes, whose fins have multiple fan-like

skeletal elements.46 Extreme polydactyly upon HOX gene loss

is accompanied by a decrease in digit periodicity (i.e., interdigit

distance reduces) within an otherwise similarly sized space

(Figure 3H). This suggests that a BMP/SOX9/WNT-based Tu-

ring-mechanism for digit patterning is constrained both by

SHH-GLI3 and HOX genes, with the latter modulating R-D wave-

length. Similar to skin color stripes, this example shows that ste-

reotypical patterns can be underpinned by a Turing mechanism

constrained by initial conditions. It also shows how signaling

pathways involved inmediating reaction diffusion affect differen-

tial cell fate implementation.

Similar to digits, the number of teeth and their shapes at each

jaw position in a given mammalian species needs to be precise,

and yet they vary greatly across mammalian families. Molar

teeth feature anatomically complex crowns whose shape

is patterned by Turing-like morphogenesis.47 Molar crown

morphogenesis depends on the number and position of sec-

ondary enamel knots, which are signal-secreting clusters of

epithelial cells. Paracrine activator signals, such as BMPs,

induce enamel knots by promoting dental epithelial-cell differ-

entiation. In turn, enamel knots produce inhibitory signals,

including FGFs and SHH, whose opposing actions self-limit

enamel knot size and drive surrounding epithelial and mesen-

chymal proliferation, which shapes three-dimensional crown

‘‘landscapes.’’ Crown morphogenesis, driven by activators

and inhibitors, is coupled to its physical growth, and both
dark gray) and dermis (light gray), is shown on the left, while key R-D signaling
o WNThigh areas (spots) and WNTlow zones (surrounding circles). Hair placodes
rmal condensates (blue cells) then form under placodes.
primordia. Mouse embryo is shown on the left andmammary gland primordium

en earlier-born placodes, as their WNTlow zones separate upon embryonic skin

ting of epidermis (dark gray) and dermis (light gray). Key R-D components are
dges (blue lines), where subsequent epidermal proliferation and differentiation

pecified anatomical locations (thin black arrows). Thick arrows mark directions

t). SOX9-expressing cartilage digit primordia (oval structures) are specified by
f chondrogenic fate in the latter is driven by short-range acting WNT signaling

dle) and BMP inhibition—loss of digits (right).
tants. Digits are marked with orange and their number are indicated. Red lines
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depend on and affect the signaling pattern—as the crown en-

larges, so does the distance between enamel knots and,

thus, the distribution of activators and inhibitors.47 Intriguingly,

analogous four-cusped upper molars have convergently

evolved numerous times in placental mammals from an ances-

tral tri-cusped molar.48 Modeling predicts that ancestral tri-

cusped molars can produce four-cusped molars with only a

small increase in the activator coupled with posteriorly biased

crown growth—this enables the emergence of the fourth knot

and rearrangement of all knots into a rectangular pattern.49

Thus, precise the number and arrangement of patterned ele-

ments can be achieved by mild modulations in Turing-model

parameters coupled with uneven growth of the patterning field.

Collectively, the previously discussed examples underscore

the pervasive reliance of embryonic morphogenesis on self-

organized molecular patterning. Studying morphogenesis pro-

vides insights into gene regulatory modules and signaling path-

ways commonly used to implement Turing-like patterns, and

this knowledge can be readily applied to patterns in adult tis-

sues, which remain mechanistically understudied.

FUNCTIONAL PATTERNS IN ADULT TISSUES

Patterns are ubiquitous in healthy adult tissues and also form de

novo upon physiological responses and in disease. While adult

tissues usually display stable morphological periodicity estab-

lished during their embryonic morphogenesis—for example,

scalp skin features a whorl of clockwise-oriented hairs—in other

scenarios, they undergo dynamic remodeling with features of

periodic self-organization. Subsequently, we discuss known ex-

amples of such pattern-forming physiology.

Tissue waves
Numerous organs contain tissue elements capable of cycling,

and their physiology oftentimes depends on coordinated cycling

of all such elements. In the heart, cardiomyocytes undergo ac-

tion potential cycles, wherein voltage across their plasma mem-

brane briefly changes and is mediated by differential ion flow.

They also transfer action potentials to their neighbors via gap

junctions, resulting in large-scale electrical coupling. Further-

more, specialized pacemaker cardiomyocytes, which have an

inherently faster action potential, reside within defined locations

of the heart. They ensure that electrical waves regulating whole-

heart contraction propagate in a manner that allows atrial

contraction before ventricular contraction, which, in turn, pre-

cedes whole-heart relaxation. This example illustrates how

physiological activity waves can self-organize across tissues

(1) if individual tissue elements repetitively cycle and (2) couple

with neighboring elements and (3) if such cycles include a refrac-

tory phase that blocks coupling. These requirements can be

reproduced by a cellular automaton model which describes

spatially distributed self-organized processes occurring in a

coupled grid of simulated cells. Each such cell cycles through

a set of consecutive states, with the decision to remain in the

same state or to transition to the next, being influenced by the

summation of neighboring cell states on a grid.50

Could analogous wave-like phenomena self-organize in non-

electrically coupled tissues and instead be mediated by soluble
growth factors? Intriguingly, many mammals grow their fur in

waves which periodically propagate across the entire skin

(Figures 4A and 4B).51 The building blocks of such waves are

cycling hair follicles. The onset of a new hair growth cycle is

marked by proliferative activation of dormant (telogen) follicles.

Such dormant follicles are otherwise diminutive in shape and

principally consist of non-dividing stem cells which closely asso-

ciate with specialized dermal papilla fibroblasts whose secreted

factors promote stem cell quiescence. Upon transition to active

growth (anagen), dividing hair stem cells generate hair matrix

progeny that, in turn, generate hair fibers—an intricate process

supported by dermal papilla fibroblasts that ‘‘replace’’ their orig-

inal pro-quiescence signals with new pro-growth signals. After

some time, which varies across species and body sites, anagen

follicles undergo apoptotic regression (catagen), stop growing

hair, and remodel back to their dormant state, completing the cy-

cle (Figure 4A).

Intriguingly, telogen timing in individual follicles is remarkably

malleable and is influenced by the growth status of neighboring

follicles. Anagen follicles potently stimulate new growth of their

telogen neighbors, a phenomenon perceivable as macroscopic

hair-growth waves (Figure 4C). In animals with pigmented fur,

such waves can be easily observed upon periodic fur clipping:

shaved telogen skin appears pink and anagen skin is black, while

waves appear as gray gradations.51 At the wave ‘‘crest,’’ WNT

signaling in telogen dermal papilla cells, likely driven by anagen

neighbor-secreted WNT ligands and agonists,52 heralds follicle

activation.53 WNT factors expressed by anagen follicles are

meant to promote their own hair fiber growth, but since follicles

are not molecularly insulated and exist at sub-millimeter dis-

tances from one another, paracrine factors effectively diffuse

and trigger signaling in neighboring follicles. Upon WNT activa-

tion, telogen dermal papilla cells produce additional signals,

including TGFb, SCUBE, and FGF ligands and BMP antagonists,

that collectively activate hair stem cells, driving new anagen en-

try (Figure 4D).

In addition to wave-like anagen propagation, two additional

phenomena sustain skin-wide hair growth: telogen refractivity

and spontaneous initiation. First, early-stage telogen follicles

that remained dormant for less than one month are refractory

to WNT signals emanating at the hair-growth wavefront. As a

result, hair-growth waves stall, and sharp anagen-telogen

boundaries form.53 Refractivity is caused by quiescence-

inducing BMP ligands, abundant in early-stage telogen skin,

rather than by inherent hair stem cell incompetence for prolifer-

ative activation.54 Refractivity assures unidirectional propaga-

tion of hair-growth waves and prevents unnecessary excessive

growth by follicles, an energy-demanding process. Second,

spontaneous initiation describes the ability of late-stage (compe-

tent) telogen follicles for self-activation, which produces anagen

‘‘seed’’ sites fromwhich hair-growth waves then spread. Inmice,

spontaneous initiation occurs with low probability, requiring

simultaneousWNT activation by at least five neighboring telogen

follicles.53 Physiologically, only approximately 5% of dermal

papillae become stochasticallyWNT activewithin competent tel-

ogen skin, most of them solitarily (Figure 4E). Only in rare in-

stances do five WNT-active dermal papillae occupy a similar

neighborhood, such that their secondary activators can reach
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Figure 4. Renewal and regeneration patterns in

adult tissues
(A) Illustration of the hair-growth cycle. Cycle phases
are indicated along the outer circle in a clockwise di-
rection. Corresponding hair-follicle morphologies are
shown outside the circle. Color-coded segments within
the circle mark functionally distinct hair cycle states,
essential for collective hair growth.
(B) A cellular automaton-like model for collective hair
growth. The hair-follicle array is shown as a two-
dimensional grid, with squares representing individual
follicles. Functionally distinct follicle states are color
coded according to A. Interaction rules between follicle
states are annotated.
(C) Illustration of skin-wide hair growth waves in
shaved pigmented mice (top). Pink—telogen skin, gray
shades—anagen skin. Section across skin with hair
growth wave is illustrated at the bottom.
(D) Illustration of signaling events in the refractory skin
(left) and at the wavefront between signal emitting an-
agen follicle (center) and signal-receiving telogen folli-
cles (right). Signals are indicated.
(E) Wholemount b-Galactosidase staining of Axin2-lacZ
WNT reporter skin. LacZ+ dermal papillae (blue) are
circled green.
(F) Skin-wide hair growth waves in rabbits.
(G) Illustration of quantitative hair-plucking experiment.
Top illustrates alternative hair plucking densities, bot-
tom illustrates resulting hair growth responses. Telogen
follicles are marked gray, plucked telogen follicles are
marked with red asterisks, anagen follicles are marked
green.
(H) Illustration of the plucking-stimulated hair-growth
response mechanism. Key cellular players and signals
are color coded.
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the necessary threshold for stem cell activation. Thus, even high-

ly complex physiological processes, such as hair growth, can

self-organize into dynamic patterns as long as repetitive tissue

elements adapt the same minimum set of rules (Figure 4B).55

Intriguingly, the same rules that manage fur renewal in mice

also operate in much larger animals, such as rabbits, producing

visually captivating hair-growth fractal patterns (Figure 4F).53

Tissues with cellular automaton-like behavior can rapidly

diversify their pattern-forming behaviors without having to

fundamentally alter their organization. Indeed, derived hair-

growth behaviors are common. Compared to adult mice, fur

renewal in aged mice is characterized by slow-moving and frag-

mented waves, caused in part by decreased expression of folli-

statin, a BMP antagonist, within competent telogen skin. This

likely hinders hair-to-hair coupling, making wave spreading inef-

ficient.56 In contrast, skin of young mice features fast-sweeping

hair-growth waves with conspicuous bilateral symmetry that de-

pends on inherently high spontaneous anagen initiating potential

of ventral hair follicles. Indeed, anagen seed sites in young mice

first form in the ventral skin from where hair growth waves natu-

rally propagate over the body’s flanks onto the dorsum, creating

the perception of bilateral patterns.57 Ventral and dorsal skin

differentially express numerous paracrine factors, with the

former being enriched for hair-growth activators. Intriguingly,

grafting ventral skin onto the dorsum produces a kind of hair-

growth pacemaker. Hair growth in ear skin is particularly slow,

with local follicles becoming ‘‘locked’’ in a protracted telogen,

not responding to hair-growth waves constantly incoming from

the nearby head and neck skin. Such hyper-refractivity by ear

follicles is non-autonomous and is caused by high levels of

BMP ligands andWNT inhibitors expressed in adjacent ear carti-

lage, and it can be rescued in transgenic mice overexpressing

either the BMP antagonist Noggin or WNT ligand, where many

more ear follicles spontaneously re-enter anagen.57 Thus, vastly

different tissue-renewal dynamics can self-organize in response

to globally changing activator and/or inhibitor levels that in turn

alter signaling thresholds for successful coupling between

cycling tissue elements.

Injury sensing
Patterned adult tissues rely on their self-organizing properties to

effectively sense and respond to supra-physiological stimuli,

such as external injury. Animals constantly lose hair by normal

‘‘wear-and-tear,’’ such aswhen grooming, which does not signif-

icantly compromise the overall fur density. Yet, if a clump of hair

gets pulled, such as upon fighting, the resulting denuded skin

would necessitate local hair regrowth ahead of normal schedule.

Indeed, experimentally, controlled plucking of one to twenty

hairs in mice is ‘‘ignored,’’ while plucking of over fifty adjacent

hairs rapidly triggers new anagen.54 How does skin measure

the extent of hair loss? The underlying mechanism must involve

‘‘follicle counting’’ and density-dependent decision making, a

form of quorum sensing. Supporting this possibility are the re-

sults of hair plucking at decreasing densities—when the same

number of hairs are plucked sparsely, new hair growth is trig-

gered only above certain density. Intriguingly, at such threshold

density, all follicles within the area—both the plucked ones and

all of their un-plucked neighbors—reenter new growth, produc-
ing an amplifying effect (Figure 4G).58 Because, at threshold den-

sity, plucked follicles are approximately a millimeter apart, and

this far exceeds physical distances at which paracrine signals

can effectively function. Thus, short-range signals secreted by

plucked follicles need to be somehow extended over space

and then accessed by all follicles in the region. This is accom-

plished via two signals and signal-amplifying cellular vectors:

(1) plucked follicles secrete the first signal, chemokine CCL2,

(2) macrophages respond to CCL2 and swarm into plucked

skin in proportionate to the density of plucked hairs, and (3) mac-

rophages secrete a second signal, TNFa, which (4) acts on hair

stem cells, stimulating anagen entry by all follicles regardless

of their plucked status (Figure 4H).58 Size-threshold sensing

upon hair plucking appears to be analogous to wound-size

sensing (Figure 2C), whereas new hair formation is triggered

only in wounds that are too large to be efficiently covered by pre-

existing peri-wound hairs.

This example also illustrates how migratory cells can bridge

molecular communication between distant tissue units. Owing

to their effectiveness, adult tissues rely on migratory immune

cells to ‘‘quantify’’ injury in diverse contexts, and many non-im-

mune tissue cells are inherently responsive to pro-inflammatory

cytokines, chemokines, and interleukins. Immune-mediated

injury sensing plays a particularly vital role upon wounding, help-

ing tissues to launch distinct repair mechanisms commensurate

to minor, moderate, or major damage. At the same time, dis-

easeswith pattern-forming features can arise from excessive im-

mune-cell recruitment and/or pathologically heightened sensi-

tivity to inflammatory signals.

De novo patterns
Regeneration is a profound injury-responsemechanism, wherein

embryonic-like processes reactivate locally to reform complex,

and oftentimes patterned, tissue elements. How do adult tissues

deploy pattern formation for regeneration, and to what extent do

underlying mechanisms of regeneration differ from highly effi-

cient processes that drive fetal tissue morphogenesis? Animals

such as house mice, acomys (African spiny mice), and rabbits

heal large skin wounds with new hair-bearing tissue via a regen-

erative processes called hair neogenesis. Morphologically, hair

neogenesis replicates embryonic hair formation—first, individual

epithelial placodes form, then mesenchymal condensates form

underneath them, and such primordia go on to mature toward

fully functional follicles.20 Intriguingly, hair neogenesis in house

mice is limited to the wound center, while in acomys it occurs

across their entire wound, first starting at the periphery and

then propagating toward the wound center,59 suggesting that

analogous to embryonic patterning, regenerative patterning

can be constrained by initial conditions—wound-edge incompe-

tence in house mice and early wound-edge competence in

acomys.

What underlies regenerative competence in skin wounds?

Analogous to embryonic hair formation, hair neogenesis de-

pends onWNT signaling. Indeed, overexpression of WNT antag-

onist Dkk1 in mice completely blocks hair neogenesis, while

Wnt7a overexpression produces supernumerary follicles, yet

only in the wound center.20 In contrast, transgenic activation of

SHH signaling in wound fibroblasts results in dense hair
Cell 187, June 20, 2024 3175
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neogenesis across the entire wound bed.60 This suggests that

the initial condition constraining regeneration likely comes in

the form of epigenetic competence of wound fibroblasts rather

than pattern-driving WNT factor availability. Curiously, follicles

regenerate in wound regions that display a narrow range of

biomechanical tissue stiffness, between 5 and 15 kPa. In ac-

omys, such permissive stiffness values are exhibited across

the entire wound but at the periphery first, while in house mouse,

stiffness at wound periphery never drops below 20 kPa.59 Thus,

for skin wounds to display competence for de novo pattern for-

mation, certain epigenetic cell states need to be surrounded by a

specific biomechanical and signaling tissue-level environment.

What influences howmany hairs regenerate within competent

parts of the wound? Unlike highly efficient embryonic hair devel-

opment, hair neogenesis is strikingly variable from mouse to

mouse, producing from as few as one to many hundreds of fol-

licles. As discussed previously, embryonic hair formation oc-

curs in consecutive waves, with later-born follicles forming in

large numbers at WNT symmetry-breaking points around

earlier-born follicles as skin expands around them. Hair neogen-

esis cannot replicate this high-efficiency process because

wounds do not expand in size after their initial closure. More-

over, the cellular milieu of wounds is highly heterogeneous

and enriched for immune cells that both secrete paracrine

factors and actively migrate, making their signaling contribu-

tions noisy. Yet, immune cells significantly impact hair neogen-

esis. Specifically, gd T-cells migrate into wounds ahead of

hair regeneration and secrete FGF9, which triggers WNT

ligand expression in fibroblasts.61 This immune contribution is

significant since mice deficient for gd T-cells, or with T-cell-

specific Fgf9 deletion, regenerate fewer hairs than wild-type

mice. Innate immune cells also regulate hair neogenesis

and, for example, increased numbers of phagocytic macro-

phages correlate with loss of neogenesis.62 Paradoxically,

wounds enriched for phagocytic macrophages also display

high WNT signaling which, when aberrantly activated, can drive

fibroblasts toward scar-making states. Mechanistically, high

WNT signaling arises from unrestrained phagocytosis of fibro-

nectin-bound WNT antagonist SFRP2. Indeed, wounds in

mice with reduced macrophage numbers, or with inhibited

phagocytosis, heal with increased hair neogenesis efficiency.62

Thus, regenerative patterning has low efficiency because of

sub-optimal spatial constraints, cellular players, and dual-pur-

pose signaling.

SELF-ORGANIZED PATTERNS IN DISEASE

Thus far, it appears that self-organizing processes commonly

drive stable morphological patterns in embryonic tissues and

transient patterns in adult tissues. What actually becomes self-

organized in space is usually the molecular information, which

then instructs spatially distributed cell behaviors like prolifera-

tion, apoptosis, migration, etc. When we observe striking peri-

odic patterns, we are looking at the final outcome of a pattern im-

plementation process, a morphological ‘‘afterglow’’ of the initial

molecular self-organization. Thus, a morphological pattern in-

forms that a tissue engaged in self-organization at crucial stages

of its development or physiology.
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By analogy, if a disease features a morphological pattern, it

means that the diseased state is accompanied either by aberrant

molecular self-organization and/or aberrant implementation of

patterned information. Differential diagnosis of many diseases,

especially in pathology and dermatology, is rooted in morpho-

logical discrimination of spatial patterns. Yet, while medical pro-

fessionals rely on pattern recognition for diagnosis, studies of

disease mechanisms do not usually consider such patterns, as

they focus on identifying disease-driving molecules and cell

types but typically not their periodic distribution. Developmental

biology teaches us that the most striking phenotypes, like the

complete suppression of a pattern, can be achieved by perturb-

ing pathways involved in molecular self-organization rather than

pathways part of downstream implementation processes. For

instance, complete suppression of digit formation occurs upon

inhibition of the BMP pathway, an activator in a Turing-like circuit

for digit specification (Figure 3G),43 while deletions of genes

involved in skeletal outgrowth, such as Wnt5a or Vangl2, result

in shorter digits, but not their loss.63 Hereafter, we propose

that identifying and interfering with signals and cell types that

initiate pattern formation can become an efficient future strategy

for disease therapy. At present, however, our understanding of

pathological patterns remains largely rudimentary. Next, we

highlight selected examples of such patterns and discuss known

pattern-driving factors.

Skin disease waves
Dermatological diseases commonly display primary lesions, like

fluid-filled vesicles and pustules, or differentially colored mac-

ules and patches. Sometimes lesions are solitary, yet oftentimes

they are numerous and dynamic, propagating across the skin as

‘‘pathological waves.’’ For example, striking wave-like patterns

arise upon erythema gyratum repens—red and scaly skin self-

organizes into target-like rings and self-warping spirals across

a patient’s trunk (Figure 5A).64 While disease pathogenesis re-

mains unclear because it commonly accompanies underlying

malignancies, it is hypothesized to represent a patterned im-

mune response to endogenous skin antigens being mimicked

by distant tumor neo-antigens.65

Regardless of etiology, pattern-forming skin diseases behave

analogously to a hair-growth wave even though their cellular and

signaling components are likely distinct from those involved in

hair-cycle regulation. Principally, wave behavior by a given skin

disease would, at a minimum, require cutaneous tissue micro-

domains to exist in at least three mutually exclusive states: (1)

physiological state, (2) active disease state, and (3) chronic or

post-disease state. Secondly, in their active disease state, one

or several micro-domain cell types should produce signals to

which adjacent, unaffected micro-domains respond by entering

an active disease state. In this way, a pathological wave can

propagate into unaffected skin, enlarging lesions. Moreover, in

a chronic or post-disease state, the same cell types should be

refractory to the same signals, preventing retrograde wave prop-

agation. Within this framework, a range of disease patterns

is possible. For example, if tissue micro-domains quickly transi-

tion from active to post-disease and then back to normal state,

such recovered micro-domains can become re-engaged, and

disease waves emerge in the form of multiple concentric circles



Figure 5. Skin diseases with prominent patterns
(A) Erythema gyratum repens on the chest skin. Spiral-shaped patterns are marked.
(B) Erythema annulare centrifugum on the forearm skin. Spiral-shaped patterns are marked.
(C) Urticaria on the upper trunk skin. Left shows drug-induced urticaria multiforme with edematous, erythematous annular, and targetoid plaques (marked). Right
shows urticaria with multiple coalescing edematous papules with lighter centers.

(legend continued on next page)
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or self-warping spirals (Figures 5B and 5C). If a disease has high

initiation rate, then numerous pathological waves from adjacent

primary lesions could merge into complex fractal shapes.

Psoriasis

Psoriasis is a chronic auto-inflammatory skin disease. Its common

form, plaque-type psoriasis, features persistent red and scaly le-

sions. Lesional epidermis is thickened and incompletely differen-

tiated andoverlays dense immunecell infiltrates. New lesions start

as drop-like sites that expand centrifugally and coalesce into

larger plaques with complex wavefronts (Figure 5D). Importantly,

molecular interactions between keratinocytes and dendritic and

T-cells at such wavefronts produce pathological signals that facil-

itate disease spreading into unaffected skin.

An essential early pathogenic event in psoriasis is aberrant

activation of the so-called plasmacytoid dendritic cells. They

become stimulated by a number of the so-called stress

molecules—self-DNA, cytokines, and antimicrobial peptides—

secreted by skin keratinocytes. Activated plasmacytoid cells

initiate a cellular chain reaction which culminates with the activa-

tion of T-cells by locally produced diffusible cytokines, such as

TNFa, IL-12, and IL-23.66 Among these cytokines, IL-23 and its

target Th17 T cells are thought to be particularly indispensable

for psoriasis pathogenesis. Th17 T cells migrate in large numbers

into the affected skin, where they recognize and signal to

stressed keratinocytes via cytokine IL-17,67 inducing them to

expand and aberrantly differentiate into clones of disease-sus-

taining cells. At the end of this pathogenic pathway, the skin

affected by psoriasis chronically remodels its immune-cell

composition, immune-keratinocyte signaling crosstalk, and

epidermal differentiation program. Importantly, diffusion of

stress molecules from keratinocytes beyond the edges of psori-

atic lesion results in pathogenic immune cell clusters and asso-

ciated cytokine networks assembling within the adjacent unaf-

fected skin, enabling for the disease-causing wave to advance.

Intriguingly, psoriatic skin patterns can be faithfully simulated

with a mathematical model that considers (1) a minimal, biolog-

ically educated set of secreted cytokines that stimulate Th17

T-cells and (2) the initial state of randomly seeded clusters of

Th17 T-cells.68 Simulations using this model predict that disrupt-

ing one of two essential cytokines, IL-17 or IL-23, can be suffi-

cient to stall disease-driving clustering of Th17 T-cells. Indeed,

neutralizing antibodies against IL-1769 and IL-2370 are clinically

effective at clearing psoriatic plaques and preventing disease

progression.
(D) Psoriasis on the trunk skin. Left shows numerous well-demarcated, salmon-p
with overlying thick white scales.
(E) Vitiligo showing multiple depigmented macules and patches on the neck and
(F) Vitiligo showing depigmented patch with areas of repigmentation (magnified)
(G) Alopecia areata with single (left) and multiple (right) hair-loss patches.
(H–K) Tumors with high redifferentiation potential and self-organized patterning
patterns (H), colonic adenocarcinoma with repetitive villus/crypt-like patterns (I), p
(J), and retinoblastoma with repetitive neural rosettes (K).
(L) Pilocytic astrocytoma with periodic pattern of spot-like cell clusters.
(M and N) Glioblastoma multiforme (M) and meningioangiomatosis (N) with perio
(O) Pattern-forming pseudopalisading necrosis in glioblastoma.
Images for this figure we kindly provided with the following permissions: 5A, 5B, 5
Vishal Chandan; 5J byGiovannaGiannico; and 5O byMari Perez-Rosendahl. Imag
from iStock and 1H–1I from Shutterstock (under standard license). Additionally, w
and William Yong for providing pathology images used in Figure 5.
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Vitiligo

Vitiligo is an autoimmune disease manifested as patterns of skin

depigmentation. Analogous to psoriatic plaque patterns, vitiligo

patches display centrifugal growth and fusion into complex

fractals (Figure 5E). Normally, melanocytes reside in the basal

epidermal layer, where they transfer organelles called melano-

somes to adjacent keratinocytes, endowing epidermis with

pigment. Long-lasting epidermal depigmentation in vitiligo re-

sults from CD8+ T-cell-induced death of melanocytes at the dis-

ease wavefronts.71 Factors, including reactive oxygen species,

trigger melanocytes to secrete damage-associated molecular

patterns (DAMPs), such as auto-antigens and heat shock pro-

teins. Dendritic cells recognize DAMPs and present them to

T cells, stimulating auto-reactive CD8+ T cells. Dendritic cells

also secrete interferon-g, which signals to keratinocytes via the

JAK/STAT pathway, inducing chemokine production.72 Key in

this cascade are CXCL-9 and CXCL-10, which recruit auto-reac-

tive CD8+ T cells toward the epidermis, where they both (1)

amplify interferon-g signaling, thereby producing sustained

pathogenic cellular collectives and (2) target melanocytes for

apoptosis in an autoimmune attack, producing a depigmentation

effect.73 Importantly, analogous to psoriasis, diffusion of inter-

feron-g and chemokines at the vitiligo wavefront results in path-

ogenic cellular collectives consisting of stressed keratinocytes

and CD8+ T cells assembling within the adjacent skin, forming

the basis for the sustained propagation of melanocyte-killing

autoimmune wave. Given this mechanism, disrupting inter-

feron-g and/or chemokine signaling could efficiently halt depig-

mentation wave spreading. Indeed, JAK inhibitors, which disrupt

the interferon-g-induced JAK/STAT pathway, are therapeutically

effective for vitiligo, and topical JAK1/2 inhibitor Ruxolitinib has

been approved by the U.S.A. Food and Drug Aministration

(FDA) for treatment of acquired vitiligo.74 Moreover, mice that

received adoptive transfer of premelanosome protein-specific

CD8+ T cells and developed a vitiligo-like phenotype experi-

enced reduced tail-skin depigmentation following treatment

with CXCL10-neutralizing antibody.73

While some vitiligo cases feature chronic disease state and

persistent depigmentation,75 in other cases, such as in patients

receiving JAK inhibitors, a post-disease state develops, when

intactmelanocyte stemcells residing in hair follicles stablymigrate

out into the adjacent epidermis, driving its repigmentation. This

produces vitiligo recovery patterns that follow natural hair-follicle

distribution patterns and present as matching patterns of circular,
ink psoriatic plaques. Right shows large, confluent, well-demarcated plaques

chest.
.

: medulloblastoma (desmoplastic/nodular variant) with cerebellar cortical-like
rostatic cribriform carcinoma with repetitive glandular duct/acini-like patterns

dic cell arrangements.

C, (right), and 5G (left) by Jeffrey Callen; 5H and 5K–5N by Edwin Monuki; 5I by
es in 5A–5Gwere usedwith permission from VisualDx. 1A–1C and 1E–1Gwere
e thank Ashley Gamayo, Cary Johnson, Sherif Rezk, Sejal Shah, Beverly Wang,
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pigmented micro-patches that expand centrifugally from follicular

openings (Figure 5F).

Alopecia areata

Similar to vitiligo, alopecia areata is an autoimmune skin disease

with shared cellular players (i.e., CD8+ T cells), signaling media-

tors (i.e., interferon-g), and efficacious therapeutics (i.e., JAK in-

hibitors). Alopecia areata manifests as expanding patches of hair

loss that are most obvious on the scalp (Figure 5G). Disease tar-

gets hair matrix cells at the base of growing follicles.76 Normally,

human scalp follicles continuously grow for multiple years, and

matrix cells experience relative immune privilege, with low

expression of major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I

and II molecules.77 However, certain triggers such as viral infec-

tion and associated cytokine storm in genetically predisposed

individuals can upregulate MHCs in matrix cells, resulting in their

immune-privilege collapse and cytotoxic attack by CD8+

NKG2D+ T cells primed against certain hair auto-antigens. As

in vitiligo, CD8+ T cells secrete interferon-g, activating the JAK/

STAT pathway in hair-matrix cells which, in turn, secrete

numerous cytokines and, principally, IL-15. The latter recipro-

cally signals to CD8+ NKG2D+ T cells, sustaining their peri-follic-

ular swarming and continuing cytotoxic attack.78 Attack on ma-

trix cells disrupts the hair-making process, to which follicles

respond by prematurely aborting their growth and shedding

hair fibers at the disease wavefront. Affected follicles behind

the wavefront fail to produce long hair, despite attempting to

restart growth, due to incessant growth-terminating autoimmune

attack.76

Alopecia areata is intriguing from the patterning perspective.

Its tissue micro-domains—individual hair follicles—are spaced

apart by fairly large distances measuring around 1–1.4 mm.19

Yet, despite these distances exceeding typical signaling-factor

diffusion lengthscales, propagation of the autoimmune attack

across follicle population is efficient. This suggests the existence

of an as-yet-unknown long-range bridgingmechanism. It is plau-

sible, however, that similarly to macrophage swarm-mediated

hair growth after plucking in mice,58 hair-to-hair alopecia areata

propagation in humans relies on ‘‘imperfect’’ CD8+ T cell swarm-

ing, such that sufficient numbers of immunocytes migrate ‘‘off-

target’’ toward unaffected follicles to generate pathogenic inter-

feron-g signaling.

The aforementioned examples illustrate how diseases that

clinically present with morphological patterns rely on aberrant

self-organization of pathogenic cell clusters involving at least

(1) one stationary cell type (e.g., keratinocytes), (2) one migratory

immune cell type (e.g., T cells), and (3) one pair of paracrine sig-

nals coupling them together. Diffusion of signals and immune-

cell swarming toward these signals generate ‘‘imperfect’’ patho-

genic cell clusters and their wave-like ‘‘spillage’’ into healthy

adjacent tissue. Not surprisingly, pharmacological disruption of

pattern-driving signaling pathways offers effective therapy for

such diseases.

Pathological patterns in cancers
Similar to skin diseases, cancers are rife with periodic patterns.

As cancers are new growths (neoplasms), patterning may pro-

vide them with some of the same advantages enjoyed by devel-

oping embryonic tissues: (1) enabling rapid growth of heteroge-
neous cell clones, (2) supporting co-existence of functionally

sub-specialized tissue domains, and (3) increasing robustness

in the face of natural defenses, including the immune system.

Patterns are also central to cancer classification. Repetitive

microscopic features, referred to as ‘‘architectural patterns’’ by

pathologists, split dividing cancers into subtypes, inform cancer

prognosis and therapeutic strategies, and train machine learning

algorithms for automated cancer recognition.

Insofar as pattern-forming mechanisms may enable tumors to

grow optimally, they can suggest novel therapeutic targets. Can-

cers prototypically start as mutated cell clones with enhanced

proliferation, self-renewal, and/or survival characteristics and,

eventually, spread via local invasion and long-range metastasis.

Mutated oncogenes and tumor-suppressor genes typically drive

carcinogenesis and, along with other ‘‘passenger’’ mutations,

assemble new, pathological gene-regulatory networks that

endow cancer cells with growth advantages. Cancer-initiating

cells also commonly undergo ‘‘dedifferentiation’’ toward devel-

opmentally earlier progenitor-like states, a feature that has led

to their characterization as cancer stem cells.79 As cancer pro-

genitor cells divide, their progeny ‘‘redifferentiate’’ by recapitu-

lating parts of the developmental program of the tissue of origin,

which can conceivably include self-organized patterning, albeit

with notable changes—tumor patterns are often noisy, with

aberrantly frequent and morphologically imprecise periodic ele-

ments. One such tumor is the mature ovarian teratoma, which

arises from post-meiosis I germ cells and features tissue deriva-

tives of all germ layers, some of which become highly patterned,

such as hair follicles or teeth.80 Analogously, common childhood

brain neoplasms, calledmedulloblastomas, arise from cerebellar

stem cells harboring differentiation-preventing mutations81 and

histologically recapitulate patterned features of cerebellar

cortical morphogenesis, albeit with high stochasticity and unnat-

ural spatial coordinates (Figure 5H). Other prominent examples

include colonic adenocarcinoma with repetitive villus/crypt-like

patterns (Figure 5I), prostatic cribriform carcinomawith repetitive

glandular duct/acini-like patterns (Figure 5J), and retinoblastoma

with repetitive neural rosettes (Figure 5K). Dedifferentiation

followed by redifferentiation of cancer progenitor cells using

pathological gene regulatory networks likely explains why can-

cer architectures both resemble yet differ from their tissues of

origin. Propensity of tumors to self-organize into aberrant

patterns can persist upon their metastasis and even in vitro,

when cancer-initiating cells are grown in monolayer cultures or

as organoids.82

As cancers progress and genetically evolve, their architec-

tures resemble tissues of origin less and less. Early on, however,

pre-malignant, dysplastic lesions often strongly resemble

their normal counterparts. Even though progression toward

high-grade cancer is typically accompanied by more frequent

‘‘poorly differentiated’’ cells, vestiges of pattern tend to persist.

For example, in poorly differentiated adenocarcinomas, cells

no longer form glands but continue to grow as clusters, indi-

cating preservation of homotypic cell-cell adhesion despite the

loss of glandular morphogenesis pathways. Periodic patterns

in normal tissues are typically preceded and instructed by

self-organizing molecular patterns (Figure 3). At present, molec-

ular understanding of self-organization in cancer is scarce.
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Presumably, at least some cancer patterns are underpinned by

R-D networks ‘‘borrowed’’ from the tissues of origin. Indeed,

signaling pathways implicated in developmental R-D sce-

narios—WNT, SHH, BMP, and FGF—take part in cancer induc-

tion and progression. Thus, it is conceivable that analogous

molecular patterning mechanisms underlie at least certain can-

cers. In this context, cancers with periodic stripes and spots,

such as pilocytic astrocytoma (Figure 5L), glioblastoma multi-

forme (Figure 5M), or meningioangiomatosis (Figure 5N), are

especially intriguing. Glioblastomas are commonly associated

with epigenetic silencing of soluble WNT antagonists from

SFRP and DKK gene families, whose promoters become hyper-

methylated.83 Speculatively, such epigenetic changes can drive

nuanced rather than ‘‘all out’’ WNT activation, which can,

conceivably, enable it to enter a pathological pattern-forming

regime.

Still, despite tantalizing correlations, cancer biology at present

lacks systematic insight into molecular mechanisms that under-

lie periodic neoplastic tissue growth. In fact, what pathologists

perceive as cancer patterns may arise through non-R-D mecha-

nisms, for example, through preferential expansion of cancer

cells along vascular network set up by angiogenesis. In this re-

gard, the effects of cancer-associated fibroblasts, immune cells,

and other cell types on patterned tumor growth are equally

obscure. Yet, de novo tumor patterns can arise in cooperation

with non-autonomous cell events, such as within glioblastoma

around clusters of necrotic cells, so-called pseudopalisading ne-

crosis (Figure 5O). We anticipate that future research on this

topic will yield new insights into cancer pathogenesis and that

it might inspire a search for unconventional cellular and/or mo-

lecular therapeutic targets.

PATTERN ENGINEERING WITH SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY

In vivo examples of pattern formation highlight that self-orga-

nizing mechanisms based on genetically encoded intercellular

communication networks are intertwined with upstream initial

conditions of morphogenetic fields and downstream pattern

implementation mechanisms. Intriguingly, in vitro systems also

display pattern formation. For instance, pluripotent stem cells

(PSCs) and adult stem cells can develop into patterned organo-

ids under the right culture circumstances, offering ex vivo plat-

forms for studying self-organization.84 Examples include orga-

noids with repeated somitic structures (Figure 6A), cerebral

organoids with neural rosettes (Figure 6B), skin organoids with

hair follicles (Figure 6C), and intestinal organoids with alternating

crypts and villi (Figure 6D). Unlike in vivo, self-organization in

organoids starts from a disorganized initial state, often a cell sus-

pension. Therefore, initial constraints are low or null, and self-or-

ganization relies on intrinsic pattern-forming ability of cells. Lack

of initial constraints also underlies variability in the resulting

structures. Yet, this can be considered a perfect opportunity to

identify constraints that could increase patterning robustness

and improve our understanding of self-organizing mechanisms.

Nonetheless, low pattern reproducibility constitutes a hurdle to-

ward organoid use in drug screening and regenerative medicine.

Thus, next-generation organoid technologies incorporate addi-

tional control mechanisms, provided by microfluidic devices,
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advanced biomaterials, three-dimensional (3D) printing technol-

ogies,85 etc. However, deeper understanding of pattern forma-

tion mechanisms in vitro is required to fulfill the potential of these

technologies, including ex vivo production of patterned tissues

for transplantation.

To this end, one experimental strategy consists of construct-

ing artificial patterning events through the introduction of genetic

circuits designed to control cell communication and signal pro-

cessing. These synthetic biology approaches were pioneered

in bacteria, where genetically encoded signaling networks and

morphogen-like signaling sources can induce patterns like bulls-

eyes and stripes.86 More recently, patterns were engineered in

mammalian cells via computationally designed networks and

use of natural or synthetic signaling components.87 In these min-

imalistic settings, pattern-formation details can be better eluci-

dated and further engineered in isolation from confounding fac-

tors. With advances in genetic engineering and synthetic cellular

crosstalk, convergence is emerging between synthetic and or-

ganoid biology.88 Synthetic biology tools increasingly enable

constraining initial conditions in organoid culture to enhance

pattern reproducibility or to complexify their structure.

Patterns in cell culture
R-D patterns can be induced in cultures of epithelial cells using

natural diffusible activator Nodal and its repressive binding pro-

tein Lefty as an inhibitor (Figure 6E).89 By engineering cells with a

genetic circuit where Nodal-responsive promoter lies upstream

of Nodal, Lefty, and a luciferase reporter, Turing-like patterns

of luciferase activity spontaneously emerge. Key to this

pattern-forming behavior is the short diffusion range of Nodal,

caused by its finger-1 domain. Removal of this domain or its

addition onto Lefty equilibrates diffusion ranges, abolishing

patterns.

Patterning in cell culture can also be engineered with synthetic

signaling pathways, which have advantages as (1) they do not

interfere with endogenous gene-regulatory networks and (2) their

strength and specificity can be adjusted by user-defined genetic

modifications. Synthetic tools can enable engineering of initial

conditions upon which cells would connect endogenous gene

regulatory machinery to, for instance, assemble into stereotypi-

cal patterns.90 One such engineered tool is based on synthetic

Notch (synNotch) receptors.91 SynNotch receptors imitate

natural Notch receptors with extracellular domains switched

to recognize user-defined ligands and intracellular domains

switched to exogenous transcription factors, enabling user-

defined orthogonal control of gene expression. Upon Notch-

mediated signaling, ligand-receptor binding triggers proteolytic

release of receptor’s intracellular domain, which translocates

to the nucleus to activate gene expression. Although synNotch

receptors commonly recognize membrane-bound ligands, they

can also recognize soluble factors bound to membrane-tethered

anchors.92 SynNotch receptors engineered to recognize either

soluble green fluorescent protein (GFP) or mCherry proteins

can induce a synthetic morphogen gradient system responsive

to a synthetic ligand. By changing anchor-protein abundance

or by adding an opposing inhibitory pole, the gradient’s length

and shape could be controlled. Moreover, by adding positive

feedback loops and mixing two cell types, in vitro patterns with



Figure 6. Synthetic biology approaches to patterning in vitro
(A) Somitic organoid on day 7 of culture. Individual somites are marked. Green: phalloidin, blue: DAPI.
(B) Cerebral organoid on day 35 of culture. Neural rosettes are marked. Green: Foxg1-Venus reporter (forebrain marker), red: Tbr1 (neuronal marker), white: Sox2
(progenitor marker), blue: Hoechst.
(C) Hair-follicle-bearing organoid on day 76 of culture. Individually patterned hair follicles (green) are shown, with the entire organoid shown in the inset. Green:
Desmoplakin-GFP reporter.
(D) Intestinal organoid on day 4 of culture. Crypt domains are marked. Green: phalloidin, purple: YAP, white: DAPI.
(E) Illustration of an engineered molecular circuit consisting of the short-range ligand Nodal (green), the long-range soluble inhibitor Lefty (red) and Nodal-
dependent transcriptional response (left). Right shows the resulting self-assembling pattern of alternating clusters of Nodalhigh (green) and Leftyhigh cells (red).
(F) Illustration of a synthetic molecular circuit (left) and the resulting self-assembling French-flag pattern of distinct cellular states (right). Cell type A (teal) and type
B (gray) on the left show their molecular interactions mediated by synNotch receptors recognizing soluble GFP (green) andmCherry (red) bound to both synNotch
receptor (black) and anchor receptor (gray), as well as by a soluble mCherry antagonist (orange). Transcriptional activation events are shown within nuclei. When
provided with opposing gradients of mCherry and its antagonist, mixed type A and B cells self-organize into a French-flag pattern of reporter states (right).
(G) Illustration of a synthetic molecular circuit (left) and its resulting signaling-wave-forming behavior (right). Here, circular signaling waves initiate from sparsely
seeded synthetic ligand-presenting ‘‘initiator’’ cells and propagate via cell-cell contact at cell-density-dependent speed.
(H) Illustration of a synthetic molecular circuit with inducible expression of cadherins in cell types A and B (left) and the resulting self-assembling multi-layered
sphere pattern (right).
Images for this figure we kindly provided with the following permissions: 6A byMarina Sanaki-Matsumiya andMiki Ebisuya; 6B byMomokoWatanabe; 6C by Anh
Phuong Le, Jiyoon Lee, and Karl Koehler; and 6D by Raul Bressan and Kim Jensen.
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sharp boundaries, such as ‘‘French-flag’’ patterns (i.e., patterns

consisting of three distinct domains of cells with sharp bound-

aries in between, as if blue, white, and red stripes on a French

flag), could emerge (Figure 6F). By introducing positive feedback

loops in receiver cells, SynNotch receptors can also support

self-propagating signals,93 as supported by preliminary evi-

dence in naive mouse fibroblasts where circular signal waves

emerge when sparse ligand-presenting ‘‘initiator’’ cells are

mixed in. This system reveals that cell density affects signal

propagation speed. When cells are cultured with density

gradient, signal propagation becomes patterned along such

cell-density gradients (Figure 6G). These examples illustrate

how cell-cell contact-dependent pathways can be engineered

to support diverse self-organized patterning events across

cultured cell collectives.

Differential cell adhesion commonly mediates patterns in vivo.

In vitro, expression of two different cadherins in cells with low

natural adhesion drives the formation of segregated domains

through induced homotypic preference. Combining this with

synthetic signaling can, in turn, drive 3D self-organization from

initially mixed cells (Figure 6H).94 By combining two distinctly en-

gineered cell types, spheres showing three concentric layers

self-organize from a mixed state through synNotch-induced ho-

motypic preference (Figure 6H). Here, both the initial conditions

and the patterning mechanism are user defined via engineering

cells’ communication and downstream adhesivity. Emerging ef-

forts to precisely control organoid formation can take advantage

of both engineering processes. Moreover, synthetic genetic cir-

cuits, through their isolation and simplicity, permit dissecting

minimal requirements for pattern formation in model cell lines.

Enhancing organoid reproducibility
Unlike embryonic tissues, where prior morphogenetic events

serve as natural initial conditions, limiting downstream self-orga-

nized patterning, in vitro organoids can emerge from a range of

initial conditions and produce stochastic patterns. Recently, ge-

netic controls have been tested to stereotype PSC-derived orga-

noids. For example, brain organoids can be guided to produce

anatomical structures resembling specific brain regions; yet,

generating multi-domain cerebral structures remains a chal-

lenge. SHH pathway is an essential regulator of developing brain

patterning in vivo. In vitro, an SHH signaling center can be intro-

duced to brain organoids by appending a spheroid of SHH-ex-

pressing stem cells.95 This creates a long-range SHH gradient

that, in turn, promotes reproducible pattern of distinct cerebral

domains with dorsal-ventral identity, whereas gradient-lacking

organoids only develop dorsal identity. This illustrates how a

lack of signaling centers limits organoid complexity and how

‘‘nudging’’ them through artificially created centers is sufficient

to complexify patterning.

Geometric arrangement can also enhance organoid reproduc-

ibility. For example, when cultured as spheroids, human PSCs

arrange into epithelial cysts that break symmetry, forming an

anterior neural tube and elongating the posterior tail bud. Yet,

such organoids form imperfect patterns with ectopic tail buds

and branches unless they are additionally micropatterned into

close-knit hexagons with inward-facing anterior poles.96 In this

spatial arrangement, WNT inhibitors secreted by anterior cells
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of all six organoids sum into a radial gradient in the center of

the hexagon. In turn, this radial anterior-to-posterior gradient

constrains WNT-dependent elongation of the posterior poles,

enabling individual organoids with minimal ectopic branches.

As a result, axis elongation in organoids arises in a predefined

orientation, enabling stereotypical differentiation of somites

through traveling FGF signaling waves.97 This example high-

lights the importance of defining morphogenetic fields to

constrain organoid self-organization. Future refinements to

genetically encode control over gradient formation will likely

enable sophisticated PSC-derived organoids with stereotypical

organization and cell-type composition.

At the same time, recognizing inherent limitations of PSC-

derived organoids, the emerging research on the so-called ‘‘inte-

grated embryo models’’ aims to study mechanisms of early

organogenesis, including pattern formation of vital early embryo

structures, in cocultures of several embryo cell types.98 Unlike

PSC-only organoids that are regarded as ‘‘non-integrated em-

bryo models’’ capable of simulating only parts of development

of individual organs (e.g., brain organoids, optic vesicle organo-

ids, etc.), next-generation integrated embryonic models

combine PSCs with two other major cell types naturally present

within blastocyst-stage embryos—extraembryonic endoderm

and trophectoderm. In combination, co-cultures of PSCs with

trophectoderm cells readily assemble into blastoids, cavitated

cysts that closely resemble natural blastocyst-stage embryos.

While varying in vitro protocols for blastoid formation have

been reported to date, they all result in highly stereotyped mor-

phologies,99 suggesting that non-PSCs exert essential control

over a range of morphogenetic potential of PSCs, ‘‘confining’’

them toward more natural, in vivo-like program implementation.

Moreover, extended culture of blastoids on 3D extracellular

matrices triggers them to undergo early stages of post-implanta-

tion morphogenesis, including key embryonic pattern-forming

events such as primitive streak specification and initiation of

gastrulation.100 While the ethical status of integrated embryo

models should be strongly considered in any future works, given

their advanced differentiation features, they will serve as an

invaluable model for establishing underlying mechanisms that

naturally pattern early post-implantation embryos along their

major body axes.

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

Pattern formation during embryonic development and postnatal

tissue physiology share many principles, and several mathemat-

ical models have been put forward to explain their formation.

These include Turing-type models as well as French-flag

models, which describe generation of positional information

from a morphogen gradient, and ‘‘clock and wavefront’’ models,

which describe consecutive partitioning of tissue into discrete

units as the result of oscillating expression of signalingmolecules

and/or their gradients. While most such models are conceived at

a high level of abstraction, the patterns they produce and the in-

sights they provide are consistent with many real biological pat-

terns. Here, we placed emphasis on Turing systems, which

generate patterns from feedback interaction between processes

that on their own have limited pattern-forming ability. We argue
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that such mechanisms likely evolved to solve challenges of

multicellularity and over time have become essential drivers of

diverse pattern-forming events in modern-day animals. Turing

famously suggested that complex patterns could arise from a

simple system of two reacting and diffusing chemicals. He

recognized, however, that biological patterns rarely arise

from homogeneity but, rather, develop sequentially, building

complexity. The provided examples here of such patterning pro-

cesses support this idea and offer insights into why such robust

patterns may be selected by evolution.

Traditionally, those concerned with identifying cellular and

molecular equivalents of Turing model components have been

developmental biologists seeking to explain embryonic patterns.

Increasingly, however, pattern self-organization has come into

the focus of translational biologists studying disease pathogen-

esis, stem cell biologists striving to increase organoid reproduc-

ibility, and synthetic biologists aiming to design sophisticated

artificial patterns. This is an exciting time when we can expect

to see scientists working in these disparate fields build upon

shared knowledge to inspire unconventional solutions to

outstanding challenges in pattern formation and control. We

anticipate rapid progress along at least three avenues. First,

we foresee advances in synthetic patterns. Current examples

of engineered patterns, although impressive, are inferior to real

animal patterns. More complex patterns will arise when

multiple molecular engineering modalities—synthetic morpho-

gens, adhesion code, etc.—will be integrated into networks.

Linking them into a sequence may also require engineering

epigenetic cell memory so that the identity of cells participating

in pattern generation can be progressively and stably restricted

in time and space. Second, we anticipate advances in organoid

technologies. Future use of signal organizing centers will

become more prevalent and sophisticated. Moreover, inte-

grating feedback from cells within organoids to organizing cen-

ters will enable responsive control over organoid size, pattern,

and cell-type composition. Third, closer fusion between material

science, synthetic biology, and stem cell biology may enable

creation of next-generation organoids with non-native architec-

tures and functions, a kind of biobots capable of migrating,

swarming, and interacting with tissues upon delivery in vivo.101

Meaningful progress in all three of these areas will critically

depend on (1) developing a deeper understanding of how infor-

mation ‘‘flows’’ at all levels of natural pattern-forming processes

and on (2) identifying new entry points for synthetic control tech-

nologies within such patterning mechanisms. At present, we can

deploy pattern-forming control mechanisms reasonably well in

model cell lines cultured on plastic and with the aid of cell-cell

contact-dependent synthetic molecules (e.g., synNotch sys-

tem). Yet, our ability to implement synthetic patterns to the de-

gree of complexity and diversity of in vivo patterns will also

require (1) an ability to produce controlled gradients of soluble

molecules, as such gradients are central to natural pattern for-

mation in animal tissues and (2) knowledge on how to reliably

connect extracellular signaling inputs with intracellular gene reg-

ulatory networks essential for feedback regulation and long-term

cellular memory. For these advances to occur, collaborative ef-

forts across a broad spectrum of biological and mathematical

disciplines—a systems biology approach—will be essential. As
evidenced by this review, many such interdisciplinary efforts

are already underway. We hope that the kaleidoscope of fasci-

nating patterns of the natural world presented in this review will

help inspire readers from diverse backgrounds find each other

and join forces, bringing new knowledge to light by parsing pat-

terns ever more deeply.
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